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BIG CAT BRANDZ CONTINUES SUCCESS WITH LARGE
HARDWARE RETAILERS

West Palm Beach, FL – November 21, 2017 – Coming to the final
weeks of a record breaking year, South Florida’s Big Cat Brandz
landed another partnership with Home Depot for customer Jeri
Rodriguez. “It’s always a pleasure to visit the team at Home
Depot” stated Dave Branch, Big Cat Brandz founder. “The energy
at that office is awesome”. Big Cat Brandz has had a huge year in
hardware and household goods and will be ramping up their
catalog with similar products in 2018.

The focus of Big cat Brandz is to work with emerging brands looking to break into Big Box Retail.
They focus on creating as many income streams as possible for each product. The process can be
long and difficult but having the Big Cat Brandz team on your side can really make the difference.

Big Cat Brandz will continue to have Buyer meetings across all channels and categories throughout
the Holidays. “You have to keep pushing and showcase your products. It doesn’t matter the time of
year, you just must keep pushing” stated Branch. 

With offices in Miami and West Palm Beach, Big Cat Brandz is the leading new product placement
and branding company in the United States.  Big Cat Brandz can place any product into the hands of
the actual decision-making buyer, and we do that across all categories with every retailer.  What takes
everyone else months, if not years, takes us days.  For more information:  http://bigcatbrandz.com
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